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The last, largest and visually most impressive of the four new classes of passenger ships ordered by China
Navigation Co. Ltd (CNCo) after World War II were Chungking and Changchow. Seen by some, particularly in
Australia, as an enlarged Changsha/Taiyuan [see separate post], in appearance and internal content they were
in fact closer to the smaller Anking/Anshun ordered six months before, being a development of the prewar
emigrant ‘A’ class Anking (1925), Anhui (1925), Antung (1925, lost 1933) and Anshun (1930). Anking/Anshun and
Chungking/Changchow did follow some layout innovations of the Changsha/Taiyuan, in turn designed six
months earlier, notably the high forecastle and superstructure extended to the stern, but did not replicate the
extensive First Class interior or the prominent rounded front plating of the superstructure.
The first of the pair, Chungking, was ordered in November 1947 from CNCo’s affiliated yard, Scotts of Greenock,
to cater to expected postwar growth in trade between South China, the Straits and Indonesia, where the
company was moving into what had been the territory of the Dutch-flag Java-China-Japan Line (JCJL) and
Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij (KPM). After British shipping had been released from the control of the
Ministry of Transport, in April 1946 CNCo had reopened its China-Straits line with the surviving Anhui and
Kweiyang and the new freighter Foochow. Four months later CNCo extended from Singapore to Java, then still
occupied by the British troops that had taken the Japanese surrender and been evacuating prisoners of war,
while also blundering into armed conflict with the Indonesian Republic that had declared independence from
the Dutch in August 1945 and opposed restoration of colonial rule.
From the commercial point of view, the extension made good sense. Now excluded by cabotage from China’s
coastal and river shipping, CNCo needed to become more of a regional operator. Through the relationship with
Holts, their joint shareholding in Straits Steamship and the Mansfield agency, CNCo had a strong base in
Singapore, while in Java, Holts’ longstanding agents Maclaine, Watson & Co. were taken over to become Hong
Kong-registered Swire & Maclaine Ltd. What remained of Dutch-flag shipping in the archipelago was still under
control of the Netherlands Indies Shipping Organisation (NISO) until the end of 1946. Amidst all this early
postwar chaos, Swire/CNCo had reasonable grounds to regard prewar understandings as having lapsed. As
Dutch-flag shipping faced boycotts in Singapore and was held up in Australian ports, in 1947 CNCo upgraded its

service to fortnightly and from mid-1948 to three times a month from Singapore to Palembang (on inducement),
Jakarta, Semarang and Surabaya through to Makassar and return via Singapore to Hong Kong, Shanghai and on
some voyages to Japan. The regular ‘F’-class freighters Foochow, Fukien and Fengtien were supplemented by fillin sailings by other vessels from the China-Straits lines. Only the ‘S’-class carried more than twelve passengers
but a basis was thereby laid for the order of Chungking and Changchow.

CHINA NAVIGATION SHIPS BUILT EARLY POSTWAR BY SCOTTS OF GREENOCK, 1946-51
Yard
No.
638
641
645
646
647
649
654

Ship
Sinkiang
Shansi
Changsha
Taiyuan
Anking
Chungking
Changchow

Grt

Price £

Order

Keel

Launch

Delivery

3029
3152
7412
7472
6124
9393
9403

238,451
275,773
820,748
779,648
668,294
924,430
895,277

28-9-44
4-12-44
30-9-46
22-10-46
21-3-47
19-11-47
16-6-48

16-5-45
18-12-45
10-12-47
2-3-48
20-5-48
11-10-48
7-6-49

22-2-46
28-8-46
2-11-48
12-5-49
23-8-49
19-1-50
31-7-50

31-7-46
25-2-47
3-5-49
4-11-49
20-12-49
19-10-50
15-2-51

Source: Johnston Robb, ‘Scotts of Greenock, 1820-1950’, Vol. 2 (Ship List), University of Glasgow (1993).

In gross tonnage, Chungking would be 50% larger than Anking, ordered eight months previously for the South
China-Straits line, and which, along with her Taikoo-built sister Anshun, would in turn be almost twice the
tonnage of the prewar ‘A’ class. In June 1948 there followed an order for the sistership Changchow. The relative
dimensions are as below:
Ship
Anking (I)
Anking (II)
Changsha
Chungking

grt
3472
6124
7412
9393

dwt
4619
4705
6065
8910

length
336
390
414
450

breadth
49
56.5
57
62

1st
8
38
40
48

2nd
28
--42
---

3rd
na
116
70
320

portable
na
1000
0
265

Total
na
1154
152
633

Speed
13
16
16
17

Source: Johnston Robb, ‘Scotts of Greenock, 1820-1950’, Vol. 2 (Ship List), University of Glasgow (1993), adjusted with
detail from L. Dunn, ‘Passenger Liners’ (1961).

Accommodation for 48 First-class passengers in double berth cabins on the Upper and Promenade decks was
rather less than the 82 for Changsha/Taiyuan. Their lounge, rather unusually located at the after end of the
superstructure on the starboard side, was panelled in pear wood and, together with the card room on the port
side, decorated with Chinese paintings— a bar with an ice-making machine and pantry was situated in between.
A slightly larger veranda lounge was located directly above at the after end of the Boat deck with teak folding
doors – presumably opened in hot weather and closed in cool weather - on three sides. Third-class cabins, the
ships’ raison-d’etre, were much more extensive than in Changsha/Taiyuan or Anking/Anshun, occupying the
middle part of the ships’ superstructure on the Upper Tween deck from the superstructure front to the stern (as
far as the steering gear), and accommodating 320 passengers in 8- 10- and 20-berth cabins. The encompassed
clear deck area around No.5 hold was rated to take another 265 unberthed passengers, if necessary. On the
Main deck extensive enclosed areas on either side of No.4 hold formed the third-class dining saloon with about
25 bench tables, which would have served as a social space between meals. The vessels were fitted with
punkah-louvre ventilation that could be heated in cold weather. There were ten aluminium lifeboats fitted to
Schat davits.

Like all the postwar Scotts-built ships, Chungking and Changchow were diesel-powered. Whereas Anking had 4cylinder and Changsha/ Taiyuan 5-cylinder Scott-Doxford engines, for trial speeds of more than 16 knots,
Chungking and Changchow had 6-cylinder opposed-piston, 4-stroke engines (670 x 2320mm) working at 6,500
bhp for a trial speed of 17.7 knots and a service speed of 15 knots.
Deadweight was 8,900 tons, almost 50% more than then 6,070 tons of Changsha/Taiyuan. They looked like
passenger liners but were therefore also big cargo carriers with No. 2 being a very large hold served by a 30-ton
heavy-lift derrick lashed to the mast Winches were electric by Clarke Chapman. Two refrigerated chambers were
located in No. 3 lower tween and two deeptanks for molasses discharging at 100 tph in No. 4 hold. Hatch covers
were Macgregor patent steel.
Chungking was launched first on 19 January 1950 by Mrs R.G. McIndoe, Changchow on 31 July 1950 by Mrs D.M.
Phillips.

CHANGCHOW on launch into the Clyde, 31 July 1950, showing her sleek lines (Wikiswire).

CHANGCHOW on speed trials, February 1951, clearly derivative of CHANGSHA/TAIYUAN (Wikiswire).

CHUNGKING on speed trials (The Motor Ship; shipsnostalgia.com)
Unfortunately, by mid-1950 as Chungking was nearing completion, the political situation had changed greatly to
the disadvantage of the ambitious two-ship venture. In October 1949 Mao had proclaimed the People’s Republic
of China. Britain promptly recognized the new Communist government but South China ports were blockaded by
the Nationalists on Taiwan with American support, in consequence, of which Anhui struck a mine and sunk on
the bar at Swatow in June 1950. Two months later Tsinan (1930) struck a mine in the Yangtse estuary and was
badly damaged. At the other end of the route, the Dutch had recognized Indonesia’s sovereignty at the end of
1949 but protected their economic interests, not least in shipping. As the KPM re-tonnaged and aggressively
reclaimed its former sphere of operations, CNCo found its new line carrying only a third of the KPM’s cargo to
Singapore and almost none from Singapore. Facing war risks in Chinese ports and the prospect of stiff
competition, CNCo wisely decided against introducing its two big new passenger-cargo ships and left the ChinaIndonesia line to be carried on primarily as a freight line.
Meanwhile, in January 1948, just two months after CNCo had ordered Chungking, the newly formed Koninklijke
Java-China Paketvaart Maatschappij (trading as Royal Interocean Lines, RIL), a merger of the KPM’s deepsea

lines with those of JCJL, had ordered the 8,630-grt liners Tjiluwah and Tjiwangi with a capacity for almost 2000
passengers for the South China-Hong Kong-Singapore-Java-Makassar route. Though taking over Dutch-flag rights
in both the China-Straits and China-Indonesia trades with intermediate traffic between Indonesia and Singapore,
RIL also overestimated the postwar traffic, especially for third-class passengers. Notwithstanding, Tjiwangi was
introduced in March 1951 and Tjiluwah in January 1952 and did reasonably well through the 1950s. Had CNCo
proceeded as planned, Chungking would have commenced service in December 1950 and Changchow in April
1951, respectively three and nine months ahead of the new RIL ships. This would almost certainly have triggered
cut-throat competition and, because of the limited trade through Chinese ports and worsening instability in
Indonesia, plus the Malayan Emergency, there would not have been enough business for all four ships. Instead,
in February 1950 CNCo agreed with the KPM not to carry interisland cargo and in November 1950 CNCo signed a
supplementary agreement to transship Indonesian cargo to/from China and Japan. CNCo was probably sensible
to cut its losses and protect its other trades but would have been better not to have ordered such large ships in
the first place.
Chungking, the biggest ship CNCo had ever owned and costing £924,430, was therefore now without
employment and her sistership Changchow (£895,277) was due for delivery in February 1951. Fortunately,
there was some short-term relief. After the ships had been offered for charter, there was interest from the
French government-owned Messageries Maritimes, which was seeking to strengthen the line from Marseilles via
Panama to the French possessions of Tahiti, the New Hebrides (Vila) and New Caledonia (Noumea) through to
Sydney, and was under increasing pressure on its Indochina route. Their 13k Noumea route passenger ship from
prewar, the reconditioned 7706-grt Sagittaire (ex Washington, 1929, 37 first, 45 second, 38 third and 358
rationnaires) was undertaking three sailings each year assisted by the 13.5k 7068-grt Ville d’Amiens (1924) which
could accommodate 31 in first and 58 in second. These were supplemented by other vessels such as Sagittaire’s
sister Oregon which made a voyage in 1950 but was then diverted to Indochina where she loaded 800 war
casualties. Two 12,700-grt purpose-built sisterships were on order from French yards but would not be delivered
until late 1952 and early 1953. Chungking and Changchow were somewhat smaller but new passenger-cargo
ships with an adequate first and third-class configuration and therefore almost ideal to be taken on interim twoyear charters. The Third-class portable berths were obviously utilised because a report of Chungking’s maiden
arrival in Sydney gave a figure of 525 passengers in that class. Officers, engineers and crew were CNCo under
experienced master Graham Torrible, who previously had been Acting Marine Superintendent in Shanghai and
in 1953, after the end of the charter, would become Marine Superintendent in Hong Kong. Chungking sailed
from Marseilles just before Christmas 1950 and arrived at Sydney on 8 February 1951. Changchow followed
from Marseilles in March and arrived at Sydney on 23 April. The two ships then maintained approximately a bimonthly schedule with Sagittaire until Calédonien came into service at the beginning of October 1952 to replace
Chungking, which took her last sailing from Sydney on 1 September, then in early May 1953 her sister Tahitien
replaced Changchow, whose scheduled departure from Marseilles in March did not proceed, so that her final
departure from Sydney was on 5 January 1953.

CHANGCHOW arriving at Circular Quay, Sydney on Messageries Maritimes’ charter (Chris Howell).

CHANGCHOW at Circular Quay, Sydney, 29 April 1951, on maiden voyage and MM charter.
Upper and lower tween decks are divided by the white hull band (D. Finch/NAA).

Stern view of CHANGCHOW at Circular Quay. China Navigation colours but Messageries houseflag
flying at the mainmast (D. Finch/NAA).
These charters gave CNCo breathing space to negotiate disposal of Chungking and Changchow. CNCo still had no
line that could employ two such large passenger ships but, because of their double tweendecks, ample cabins
and 17-knot speed, the Royal Navy saw their potential as storeships for the Far East fleet to replace similarly
sized but less well configured and slower war-built ships. Accordingly, both ships were sold to The Admiralty in
March 1952 with delivery at the end of their charters in November 1952 (Chungking, renamed Retainer) and
March 1953 (Changchow, renamed Resurgent). Under these new names the vessels at first remained in
commercial service under Ministry of Transport control. Retainer was operated by Buries Markes Ltd (Montship
Lines) until delivered at Tyneside for conversion in July 1954. Resurgent made at least one more Australia
voyage for Messageries in June 1953 from Marseilles and then from 1954 was managed by British India but also
chartered to Buries Markes, and following withdrawal of Sagittaire, in June 1956 was taken up once more by
Messageries, this time for twelve months, to make three more round voyages Marseilles-Noumea (no longer
extending to Sydney) as a consort to Calédonien and Tahitien.
Retainer was the first to be converted to an Armament Stores Issuing Ship, the work being carried out by Vickers
Armstrong at Hebburn-on-Tyne and taking just over six months from September 1954 to April 1955, after which
she was placed on station at Portsmouth. From March 1957 to February 1958 she was then put through a more
extensive refit, while Resurgent was taken in hand in August 1957 and was also alongside for eleven months, by
which time the two ships were configured more or less the same and both very up-to-date, including electric
cargo lifts for the holds and provision not only for ammunition and equipment stores but also for dry and fresh
victualling stores with the necessary refrigeration. Comments on the shipsnostalgia website note that both ships
rolled heavily. According to historicalrfa.org, in 1955 Retainer was fitted with 3,000 tons of temporary ballast
and probably more would have been needed after extra weight had been added topsides, but this may not have
been enough when stores had been drawn down and the ship was riding higher, as some of the accompanying
photos seem to show.
After Britain’s withdrawal from East of Suez, through the 1970s the two Royal Fleet Auxiliaries were based in
Home Waters and, apart from occasional engine issues – more so in the case of Retainer – they served reliably in
the Atlantic and the Mediterranean with some more extensive fleet cruises. After commissioning of the new

RFAs Fort Grange (later Fort Rosalie) in April 1978 and Fort Austin in June 1979, both built by Scotts as
developments of the Chunking/Retainer-Changchow/Resurgent design, Retainer was laid up at Rosyth for
disposal in April 1978, then Resurgent in December 1979. Full details of their naval service can be found at the
Historical Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) website.

RFA RETAINER in early Admiralty guise, forecastle now extended to enclose No. 2 well,
otherwise structurally unchanged except for the cargo lift at No. 2 (Rick Cox)

RFA RETAINER later appearance with higher navigating bridge, communications mast,
cargo lifts, gun emplacements, helipad aft, etc. (rfanostalgia.org).

RFA FORT ROSALIE (1978) built by Scotts, drawing on experience with RESURGENT/RETAINER (USN).
CHUNGKING (1950-53) 9393/50-11 (477.2 x 62.2, M6-cy Doxford/16 knots)
Built by Scotts' S.B. & Eng. Co. Ltd, Greenock (#649) for CNCo, London. 11/50 chartered to Cie des Messageries
Maritimes, Paris for Marseilles-Tahiti-Noumea-Sydney line. 29/2/52 sold to The Admiralty (Buries Markes Ltd,
London mgrs). 28/11/52 delivered at Liverpool to MOT and offered for charter, 12/52 r. RETAINER. c.23/9/54
arrived at Tyneside for conversion by Vickers Armstrong (Sbldrs) Ltd at Palmer’s Hebburn yard to Armament
Stores Issuing Ship (A329) for Home Fleet, 4/55 completed, based at Portsmouth. 3/57-8/57 refit at Palmer’s
adding extra cargo handling gear, lifts and new upper bridge wings. 2/58 refit by Vickers at Hebburn, then
mainly Mediterranean and Atlantic. 4/78 laid up at Rosyth for disposal. 29/10/79 towed from Rosyth, 19/11/79
arrived at Barcelona for demolition by Desguaces Cataluna S.A., 20/2 work began.

CHUNGKING at the end of Sydney’s Circular Quay, 16 February 1951, on maiden voyage
and MM charter. The third-class accommodation can be seen in the focsle (D. Finch/NAA).

RETAINER ex CHUNGKING late 1953 on Montship Lines charter (Wikiswire).

RETAINER in the Kiel Canal, 1955 (RFA Assoc. Photo archives).

RETAINER (A329) anchored off Marsaxlokk, Malta, 25 October 1970 (Dr. George Wilson).

RETAINER departing Vancouver believed to be early-1978 (High-resolution photo Mr.DOT/Shipspotting).
CHANGCHOW (1951-53) 9403/51-2 (477.2 x 62.2, M6-cy Doxford/16 knots)
Built by Scotts' S.B. & Eng. Co. Ltd, Greenock (#654) for CNCo, London. 2/51 chartered to Cie des Messageries
Maritimes, Paris for Marseilles-Tahiti-Noumea-Sydney line. 3/52 sold to The Admiralty (British India S.N. Co. Ltd,
London mgrs) and on delivery 3/53 r. RESURGENT. 2/54 offered for charter by MOT. 1955-57 British India S.N.
Co. Ltd mgrs. 6/56-7/57 Messageries charter for Marseilles-Noumea line. 7/57 reverted to The Admiralty. 8/578/58 converted by Vickers Armstrong (Sbldrs) Ltd at Palmer’s Hebburn yard, Tyne to Armament Stores Issuing
Ship (A280) for Far Eastern fleet, 9/10/58 sailed Plymouth for Far East. From 1972 mainly Mediterranean and
Atlantic. 12/79 laid up at Rosyth for disposal. 3/81 sold for £189,000 to brokers Davies & Newman Ltd, London
on behalf of Asturamerican Shipping Co. Inc., Panama, then resold to breakers Desguaces Vige S.A. 5/5/81
towed from Rosyth by tug Suzanne M, 13/5 arrived at Avilez for lightening, 15/5 at Gijon for demolition at San
Esteban de Pavia, 27/5 work began [see also www.historicalrfa.org/rfa-resurgent].

CHANGCHOW arriving Sydney, probably on the June 1953 voyage (Rick Cox).

RESURGENT at Cape Town in Buries, Markes & Co. colours, probably 1957 (WSPL and Wikiswire).

RESURGENT evidently Tyneside prior to conversion, Buries, Markes funnel painted out, showing in effect, final
Messageries colours with white focsle and masts (clydeships.co.uk)

RESURGENT (A280) passing Johore Shoal Buoy eastbound from Sembawang naval base, 29 May 1969,
towards the end of her service East of Suez (Dr George Wilson).

RESURGENT off Johore Shoal Buoy, 29 May 1969.
Red band on the funnel indicates explosive cargo (Dr George Wilson).

RFA RESURGENT leaving Durban in 1970s in naval grey (Trevor Jones).
Postscript: The ‘F’-class
Notwithstanding the immediate disposal of the passenger-cargo liners Chungking and Changchow, CNCo’s
Indonesia line remained in place as a modest but profitable cargo line. As CNCo took delivery of new ships, most
notably Anking and Anshun in 1950-51 for the Straits line, sailings to Indonesia increasingly became a separate
operation rather than just an extension. By 1955 CNCo no longer advertised onward sailings from Singapore to
Indonesian ports, while advising vaguely ‘carrier’s option to proceed via other ports to load and discharge cargo’.
Indonesian sailings now bifurcated into two lines. From Japan there were fortnightly sailings via Hong Kong and
Singapore to Palembang (on inducement), Jakarta, Semarang, Surabaya and Makassar, then direct back to Japan,
often via Sandakan for timber logs. The other service was from North China (on inducement), Shanghai and
Hong Kong/Whampoa, advertised as ‘regular sailings’, approximately monthly, with the ports of call and
frequency according to inducement. The vessels employed on both these lines continued to be the reliable five
‘F’-class, at that time CNCo’s biggest freighters.
The first ‘F’-class trio was ordered in 1944, based on a Jardine Matheson design, and delivered by William Gray &
Co. Ltd of West Hartlepool soon after the end of the war as Foochow (December 1945), Fengtien and Fukien
(both February 1946). They were five-hatch, two-deck freighters with a deadweight of just over 3,700 tons
powered by triple-expansion engines for a service speed of 11-12 knots. A subsequent pair of Funing (November
1950) and Fengning (February 1951) with the same layout and engines but three feet longer overall (a more
raked bow) and having an extra 100 tons deadweight. Visually they had more varnished woodwork around the
bridge. The latter pair were usually deployed in the Japan line, though in mid-1951 Fengning made her first
CNCo round trip between Japan and Australia. Each carried six boats (four amidships, two aft) and had some
accommodation, probably as built for twelve passengers but by the mid-1960s advertised as only six (seven for
Funing/Fengning). In 1955 all five ships were stiffened by Taikoo to allow a deeper draft with an extra amount
spent to rearrange the crew’s quarters of Fengtien and Fukien, the total cost being almost HK$1.7 million.

FUNING (1950) departing Hong Kong, 11 April 1961 (Dr George Wilson).
During 1955 CNCo took delivery from Taikoo of the freighters Chungking (IV) and Chengtu, 6830-dwt, 5-hatch
motorships with a speed of 16 knots (service speed 14½ knots). This new ‘C’ class was a marked improvement
on the old China coasters, including the postwar ‘F’ and ‘S’ classes, and though able to carry a few passengers
demonstrated the shift in focus towards freight. Both were placed in service from Japan, Shanghai and Hong
Kong to Singapore and Indonesian ports. Chekiang followed in November 1957 and Chefoo in August 1958.
These new ships allowed Fengning and Funing to be switched in early 1956 to a new monthly Japan-Hong KongPapua New Guinea line, returning via Australian ports direct to Japan with wool on an Australian-Oriental Line
berth.

FENGNING at (West) Circular Quay, Sydney, 5 May 1956, on her first northbound loading for Japan.
The Sailors’ Home is behind the bow, the Harbour Bridge pylons far right (David Finch/NAA).

CHEKIANG in the Yarra River, Melbourne (Ralph Varns).
It was therefore awkward timing that in December 1957 Dutch assets were seized throughout Indonesia and all
Dutch nationals ordered to leave. Then in March 1958 a secessionist rebellion broke out in Indonesia and quickly
led to armed conflict. Ships were sunk in various locations. In light of the economic and political disruption,
combined with war risk, in August CNCo suspended calls at Indonesian ports by the new ‘C’-class and instead
extended the Japan-China-Bangkok-Straits line from Singapore through to Western Australia (Fremantle) in a
joint service with Blue Funnel, which contributed one ship (initially Asphalion, then from 1959 Sarpedon)
alongside CNCo’s two ‘C’ (and later ‘K’) class. From October, Chengtu, Chungking and the new Chefoo were
switched to the Japan-Hong Kong-Papua New Guinea line, now extended eastwards to Suva and, on inducement,
to Noumea, then on to Sydney to load mainly wool back to Japan. Fengning and Funing reverted to the JapanIndonesia line while the original ‘F’-class trio carried on the China-Hong Kong-Indonesian line.
After September 1963, Indonesia’s campaign of Confrontation against Malaysia led to difficulties for British
shipping trading to Indonesian ports. The China-Indonesia line was suspended and Funing, Fengning and
Fengtien were switched to a direct Japan-Bangkok line. Foochow and Fukien carried on the Japan-Indonesia line
for a few months longer but in August 1964 Fukien took the last sailing from Hong Kong. The newer Fengning
(1951) and Funing (1950) were sold in September and October 1964 to the PRC flag-of-convenience entity
Ocean Tramping Co. to become Wishford and Starford before passing in 1972 to Chinese registry at Shanghai
(name and fate unknown). The other three were all sold in 1965: Fengtien became the Panamanian-flag Chung
Lien before being broken up at Kaohsiung in September 1969 as Tung Ho No. 1; Foochow as Eternity sank in the
South China Sea on 12 March 1970 en route from Phnom Penh to Hong Kong with rice and buffaloes; Fukien
traded for the same Hong Kong firm as the Panamanian-flag Felicity until broken up at Whampoa in May 1975.
Below is a selection of ‘F’-class photos in CNCo service and in later guise. Because these ships spent so much
time in Indonesian ports, they were perhaps the least photographed of CNCo ships. Nevertheless, they did make
occasional voyages to Australia and were also seen in Singapore, Hong Kong and Japan.

FOOCHOW (1945-65) 3394/45-12 (328.6 x 47.1’, T3cy by Central Marine Eng. Wks/11½ knots)
Built by William Gray & Co. Ltd, West Hartlepool (#1185) for CNCo, London. 10/65 sold to Prosperity S.S. Co. S.A.
(Winley S.S. Co. Ltd, Hong Kong), Panama r. ETERNITY. 12/3/70 capsized and sank S. of Hong Kong in 22.2N,
114.17E o/v Phnom Penh-Hong Kong with bagged rice and buffaloes.

FOOCHOW at Hong Kong (Wikiswire).

ETERNITY ex FOOCHOW at Danang, 7 November 1970, now only one boat either side (W.A. Schell).

FENGTIEN (1945-65) 3394/46-2 (328.6 x 47.1’, T3cy by Central Marine Eng. Wks/11½ knots)
Built by William Gray & Co. Ltd, West Hartlepool (#1186) for CNCo, London. 11/65 sold to Chung Lien Nav. Co.
S.A. (Great Pacific Nav. Co., Taipeh), Panama r. CHUNG LIEN I. 1969 r. TUNG HONG No. 1. III/1969 broken up at
Kaohsiung.

FENGTIEN at Singapore c.1961, KOAN MARU (1936) astern (probable R. Gabriel).

FENGTIEN with original six boats. No. 3 was a small trunked hatch
The Union Jack on the side was for safe passage through Taiwan Strait (Internet)

FUKIEN (1946-65) 3394/46-2 (328.6 x 47.1’, T3cy by Central Marine Eng. Wks/11½ knots)
Built by William Gray & Co. Ltd, West Hartlepool (#1187) for CNCo, London. 8/65 sold to Prosperity S.S. Co. Ltd
(Winley S.S. Co. Ltd, Hong Kong), Panama r. FELICITY. 23/5/75 left Hong Kong for Whampoa to be broken up.

Two views of FUKIEN (1946): arriving Melbourne and showing the simpler bridgework of the original trio
(unknown/NAA) and arriving Newcastle and showing the boat at the stern (Roger Martin/NAA).

Panamanian-flag FELICITY (1965-75) ex FUKIEN anchored off Danang, 28 February 1970,
boat more amidships than ETERNITY ex FOOCHOW above (W. Schell).
FUNING (1950-64) 3464/50-11 (331.7 x 47.0’, T3cy by Central Marine Eng. Wks/11½ knots)
Built by William Gray & Co. Ltd, West Hartlepool (#1244) for CNCo, London. 10/64 sold to Ocean Tramping Co.
Ltd (ben. owner People’s Republic of China), Hong Kong (reg. London) r. STARFORD. 1972 t/f to People's
Republic of China, Shanghai for coastal trade and may have been renamed in ‘Zhan Dou’ series. 1992 RLR but
may still have been trading.

FUNING arriving at Hobart without Union Jack (Capt. John Solomon/NAA).

British-registered STARFORD (1964-72) ex FUNING at Hong Kong, 9 December 1969 (W. Schell).

STARFORD ex FUNING at Yokohama, August 1971, shortly before transfer to PRC flag (M. Cranfield coll.).

FENGNING (1951-64) 3464/51-2 (331.7 x 47.0’, T3cy by Central Marine Eng. Wks/11½ knots)
Built by William Gray & Co. Ltd, West Hartlepool (#1245) for CNCo, London. 9/64 sold to Ocean Tramping Co. Ltd
(ben. owner People’s Republic of China), Hong Kong (reg. London) r. WISHFORD. 1972 t/f to People's Republic of
China, Shanghai for coastal trade and may have been renamed in ‘Zhan Dou’ series. 1992 RLR but may still have
been trading.

FENGNING (1951) arriving at Hobart. With FUNING (1950), differed from the original trio only in the woodwork
around the bridge, heavier masts and greater bows rake (unknown/NAA).

WISHFORD ex FENGNING discreetly loading rubber for China in Western Roads,
Singapore, 14 December 1964, soon after passing to PRC control (Dr George Wilson).

WISHFORD ex FENGNING off Malacca. Single SB boat, woodwork painted over (Airfoto/W. Schell).

Shanghai’s Nantao bund in 1973: second from right is ex STARFORD ex FUNING transferred to Shanghai in 1972,
presumably to the Shanghai Shipping Bureau and numbered in the ‘Zhandou’ series [compare with same angle
of FUKIEN arriving at Melbourne]. Other vessels (R to L) can be identified as Zhandou 6, Chang Shan, Gong Nong
Bing 17 and Gong Nong Bing 4 (ex CNCo TSINAN of 1930) (Harrison Forman - UWM Libraries).
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